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Abstract. A term t is called a template of terms t1 and t2 iff t1 = tη1 and t2 = tη2 , for some
substitutions η1 and η2 . A template t of t1 and t2 is called the most specific iff for any template
t0 of t1 and t2 there exists a substitution ξ such that t = t0 ξ. The anti-unification problem
is that of computing the most specific template of two given terms. This problem is dual to
the well-known unification problem, which is the computing of the most general instance of
terms. Unification is used extensively in automatic theorem proving and logic programming.
We believe that anti-unification algorithms may have wide applications in program analysis.
In this paper we present an efficient algorithm for computing the most specific templates
of terms represented by labeled directed acyclic graphs and estimate the complexity of the
anti-unification problem. We also describe techniques for invariant generation and software
clone detection, which are based on the concepts of the most specific templates and antiunification.

The anti-unification problem is that of finding the most specific template (pattern) of two terms.
This problem has been first considered by G.D. Plotkin [15] and J. Reynolds [16]. It is dual to
the well-known unification problem, which is the computing of the most general instance of terms.
Unification is extensively used in automatic theorem proving, logic programming, typed lambda
calculus, term rewriting, etc. The unification problem has been studied thoroughly in many papers
(see [1] for survey) and a wide variety of efficient unification algorithms have been developed by
many authors (see, for example, [10, 14, 17]).
The anti-unification problem attracted far less attention. The algebraic properties of antiunification operation have been studied in [6, 13]. To the extent of our knowledge all anti-unification
algorithms introduced so far (see [4, 9, 15, 16, 19]) deal with tree-like representation of terms. It is
obvious that the anti-unification problem for terms represented by labeled trees can be solved
in linear time. In [4] it has been shown that the anti-unification problem for labeled trees of
size n can be solved in time O(log2 n) using O(n/ log2 n) processors on EREW PRAM model of
parallel computation, and in time O(log n) using O(n/ log n) processors on CRCW PRAM model
of computation. In [9] it has been proved that the anti-unification problem for labeled trees is in
NC2 . However, if one needs to deal with large sets of sizable terms then it is more suitable to
represent such sets of terms by labeled directed acyclic graphs (dags). One of the aims of this
paper is to develop an efficient algorithm for computing the most specific templates and estimate
the complexity of anti-unification problem for terms represented by labeled dags.
Only few papers concern the application of anti-unification. R. Gluck and M.H. Sorensen used
anti-unification (the most specific generalization) of terms to guarantee the termination of a positive
supercompilation algorithm developed in their paper [19]. The utility of anti-unification in the
setting of symbolic mathematical computing has been studied in [12, 21]. We believe that antiunification algorithms may have wide applications in many areas of computer science and software
engineering. In this paper we study the perspectives of using the concepts of the most specific
templates and anti-unification for invariant generation and software clone detection.
The generation of invariants is the key technique in the analysis and verification of programs,
since the effectiveness of automated program verification is highly sensitive to the ease with which

invariants, even trivial ones, can be automatically deduced. Much efforts (see [8, 20]) are directed
toward the development of powerful invariant generating techniques for particular classes of programs. As opposed to these attempts, we present a light-weight technique for invariant generation.
Our anti-unification based algoritm for invariant generation operates on the syntactic level. Therefore, it is of little sensitivity to program semantics and can reveal only trivial invariants. But, due
to the efficiency of anti-unification algorithms, this technique provides a way for processing large
pieces of code in short time.
Anti-unification algorithms can be of significant value in software refactoring. One of the major
activity in this area is the detection and extraction of duplicate code. Code duplication can be
a significant drawback, leading to bad design, and increased probability of bug occurrence and
propagation. Consequently, duplicate code detectors are a useful class of program analysis tools
(see [18]). We describe a simple anti-unification based algorithm for finding software clones. The
algorithm checks fragments of code (sequences of program statements) and assign two pieces of
code to the same clone if they are not too different from their most specific template.
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Preliminaries
(m )

(m )

Given an alphabet of variables Y and an alphabet F = {f1 1 , . . . , fk k } of functional symbols
of arities m1 , . . . , mk , we define the set of terms T erm[Y, F] as the smallest set of expressions that
contains Y and satisfies the following property: if f (m) ∈ F and t1 , . . . , tm ∈ T erm[Y, F] then
f (m) (t1 , . . . , tm ) ∈ T erm[Y, F].
Let X = {x1 , . . . , xn } and Y = {y1 , y2 , . . .} be two sets of variables. Then a X -Y-substitution
is a mapping θ : X → T erm(Y, F). Usually a substitution θ is represented as the set of bindings
θ = {x/θ(x) : x 6= θ(x)}. We denote the set of all X -Y-substitutions by Subst[X , Y, F]. An
application of a substitution θ to a term t = t(x1 , . . . , xn ) yields the term t(θ(x1 ), . . . , θ(xn ))
obtained from t by replacing every variable xi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, with the term θ(xi ). The composition θξ
of substitutions θ ∈ Subst[X , Y, F] and ξ ∈ Subst[Y, Y, F] is defined as follows: (θξ)(x) = (θ(x))ξ
holds for every variable x from X . A renaming is any bijection ρ from Y onto Y.
With the notion of composition of substitutions at hand, we can define a quasi-order v and
an equivalence relation ∼ on the set of substitutions Subst[X , Y, F]: a relation θ1 v θ2 holds iff
there exists ξ ∈ Subst[Y, Y, F] such that θ2 = θ1 ξ, and θ1 ∼ θ2 holds iff θ2 = θ1 ρ holds for
some renaming ρ. Quasi-order v induces the partial order  on the quotient set Subst∼ [X , Y].
Poset (Subst∼ [X , Y], ) has been studied in [6, 13]. This poset is a complete lattice, the least
element of the lattice is the equivalence class of the empty substitution ε = {x1 /y1 , . . . , xn /yn }.
The least upper bound θ1∼ ↑ θ2∼ is called the most general instance of substitutions θ1 and θ2 ,
whereas the greatest lower bound θ1∼ ↓ θ2∼ is called the most specific template of θ1 and θ2 . The
operation ↓ of computing the most specific template of substitution is called anti-unification (or
generalization). For the sake of simplicity we will often skip the superscript ∼ in our notation. It is
easy to check (see [6, 13]) that composition of substitutions is left-distributive over anti-unification,
i. e. η(θ1 ↓ θ2 ) = ηθ1 ↓ ηθ2 .
Anti-unification operation can be naturally extended to the terms. The term t is called the
most specific template of terms t1 and t2 (t = t1 ↓ t2 in symbols) if {x/t} = {x/t1 } ↓ {x/t2 }.
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Anti-unification algorithms

In this section we study the complexity of anti-unification of substitutions represented as labeled
directed acyclic graphs (dags). Dags are the most suitable structures for succinct representation
of substitutions. A node V that has no incoming arcs is called a root of a dag. A labeled singlerooted dag G(t) associated with a term t, t ∈ T erm[Y, F], is arranged as follows. If t is a constant
or a variable then G(t) consists of single node labeled with t (this node is the root of G(t)). If
t = f (m) (t1 , . . . , tm ) then the root of G(t) is labeled with f (m) and has m outgoing arcs that are

procedure MST (G(θ0 ), G(θ00 ))
b := ∅;
set G := G({x1 /y1 , . . . , xn /yn }), Q := ∅, Q
for i := 1 to n do
if exists y, such that (y, VG(ϑ0 ) (xi ), VG(ϑ00 ) (xi )) ∈ Q
then remove VGη (xi ) from Gη ; set mark(mem(y)) := xi
else set Q := Q ∪ {(yi , VG(ϑ0 ) (xi ), VG(ϑ00 ) (xi ))}, mem(yi ) := VG (xi )
fi
od;
while exists (y, V 0 , V 00 ) ∈ Q such that mark(V 0 ) = mark(V 00 ) do
b := Q
b ∪ {(y, V 0 , V 00 )};
set Q := Q\{(y, V 0 , V 00 )}, Q
0
(m)
if mark(V ) = f
∈ F then
set mark(mem(y)) := f (m) ;
for i := 1 to m do
b then
if exists z such that (z, desc(V 0 , i), desc(V 00 , i)) ∈ Q ∪ Q
let Wi = mem(z)
else
let Wi be a new node in G and z be a new variable in Y;
set mark(Wi ) := z, mem(z) := Wi , Q := Q ∪ {(z, desc(V 0 , i), desc(V 00 , i))}
fi;
set desc(mem(y), i) := Wi
od
fi
od;
return G(θ0 ↓ θ00 ) := G
end of MST.
Fig. 1. Anti-unification algorithm MST.

labeled with integers from 1 to m; the arc labeled with i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, leads to the root of G(ti )
associated with the subterm ti . Given a node V of such a dag, we denote by mark(V ) the label of
V and by desc(V, i) the i-th descendant of V (i. e., the node that is at the end of the arc outgoing
from V and labeled with i). A labeled dag G represents a substitution θ = {x1 /t1 , . . . , xn /tn }
if it contains dags G(t1 ), . . . , G(tn ) associated with the terms t1 , . . . , tn as subgraphs, and the
root of each subgraph G(ti ) has an extra label xi . We denote these roots by VG (x1 ), . . . , VG (xn ),
respectively. Two nodes V and U of a dag G associated with a substitution θ are said to be
equivalent if the subgraphs rooted at V and U are associated with the same term. A dag G is
called reduced if
– every node is reachable from a root extra labeled with a variable x, x ∈ X , and
– all nodes of G(θ) are pairwise non-equivalent.
Every substitution θ is associated with the unique reduced dag, which is denoted by G(θ). The size
N (θ) of a substitution θ is the number of nodes in the reduced dag G(θ) associated with θ.
A sequential anti-unification algorithm MST, which computes the most specific templates of
substitutions represented by reduced labeled dags, is depicted in Fig. 1. The algorithm gets as
input a pair of reduced dags G(θ0 ) and G(θ00 ) associated with substitutions θ0 and θ00 and outputs
the reduced dag G associated with the most specific template η of θ0 and θ00 . Every node W in
G matches some pair of nodes (subterms) V 0 and V 00 in the dags G(θ0 ) and G(θ00 ), respectively.
Such a node W is specified by a 3-tuple (y, V 0 , V 00 ), where y is a variable from Y used as a unique
identifier of W . A node named y is denoted by mem(y). The algorithm MST operates with two
b The set Q is a worklist of nodes to be handled. When handling a node W specified
sets Q and Q.
by (y, V 0 , V 00 ) the algorithm assigns the corresponding label to W , checks all its descendants, and
b
moves W from the worklist Q to the list of processed nodes Q.

Theorem 1. Let θ0 and θ00 be a pair of substitutions. Then the algorithm MST correctly computes
a reduced dag associated with the most specific template η = θ0 ↓ θ00 of θ0 and θ00 ; it requires time
O(n log n), where n = N (η).
Since every node in G matches subterms corresponding to exactly one pair of nodes in G(ϑ0 ) and
G(ϑ00 ), the size N (η) of η does not exceeds N (ϑ0 ) × N (ϑ00 ). Hence, we arrive at the following
corollary.
Corollary 1. The most specific template of substitutions θ0 and θ00 represented by reduced dags
can be computed in time O(n2 log n), where n = max(N (θ0 ), N (θ00 )).
As can be seen from the assertions below, the upper bound can not be substantially improved.
Theorem 2. Suppose that F contains a functional symbol of arity m > 1. Then there exists an
infinite sequence of pairs of substitutions (θi0 , θi00 ), i ≥ 1, such that
1
N (θi0 ) × N (θi00 ) ≤ N (θi0 ↓ θi00 ).
6
Corollary 2. If F contains a functional symbol of arity m > 1 then time complexity of the antiunification problem for two substitutions represented by reduced dags is Ω(n2 ).
Following the ideas suggested in [4, 5, 9] we proved that the anti-unification problem for terms
represented by labeled reduced dags is in NC2 . We also designed a parallel anti-unification algorithm which computes the most specific template of substitutions θ1 and θ2 in time O(log2 n) using
O(n5 ) processors, where n = max(N (θ1 ), N (θ2 )).
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Generating invariants with the help of anti-unification

In this section we demonstrate how anti-unification algorithms can be applied to the generation of
program invariants. We introduce a simple nondeterministic formal model of sequential programs
and show that the most specific invariants of the form x1 = t1 ∧ x2 = t2 ∧ . . . ∧ xn = tn can be
computed purely automatically by conventional static analysis techniques (see [11]) adapted to the
lattice of finite substitutions.
Let V = {v1 , . . . , vn } be a finite set of variables and T erm[V, F] be the set of terms over V and a
set of functional symbols F. Then a program is a pair Π = hL, Ei, where L is a finite set of program
points and E is a finite set of assignment statements. Every program point is a non-negative integer.
We will assume that L includes 0 which is the entry point of Π. Every assignment statement e of
a program Π is an expression of the form lin : v ⇐ t : lout , where v ∈ V, t ∈ T erm[V, F], and
lin , lout are program points. The integer lin is called the entry point of e (denoted in(e)) and the
integer lout is called the exit point of e (denoted out(e)).
Any finite sequence of statements tr = e1 , e2 , . . . , em is called a trace of a program Π if in(e1 ) =
0 and out(ei ) = in(ei+1 ) for every i, 1 ≤ i < m. We say that such a trace tr leads to the point
out(em ). The set of all traces of a program Π leading to a point l will be denoted by T rΠ (l).
The semantics of our programs is defined as follows. Let M = {DM , f 1 , . . . , f k , =} be a firstorder model, where DM is a semantic domain with equality relation =, and functions f 1 , . . . , f k
are interpretations of the functional symbols from F. A data state σ is a mapping V → DM .
Given a term t and a data state σ we write t[σ] to denote the value of t in the data state σ.
Let M be a model, σ0 be a data state, and tr = e1 , e2 , . . . , em be a trace of Π such that
ei = li : vi = ti : li+1 . Then the run of a program Π for the data state σ0 and the trace tr is the
finite sequence (e1 , σ1 ), (e2 , σ2 ), . . . , (em , σm ), such that the data state σi agrees with σi−1 except
for the variable vi , where the value vi [σi−1 ] is changed to ti [σi−1 ], for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The final
state σm of this run is called the result of the run and denoted by r(σ0 , tr).
A first-order formula Φ(v1 , . . . , vn ) is called an M -invariant of a program Π at a point l iff
M, r(σ0 , tr) |= Φ(v1 , . . . , vn ) holds for every data state σ0 and trace tr ∈ T rΠ (l). If Φ(v1 , . . . , vn )
is an M -invariant for every model M then it is called a strong invariant.

Theorem 3. Let a model H be an Herbrand model. Then a formula Φ(v1 , . . . , vn ) is a strong
invariant of Π at a point l iff Φ(v1 , . . . , vn ) is an H-invariant of Π at the same point.
An invariant Φ is called the most specific strong invariant if, for every strong invariant Ψ ,
the formula Φ → Ψ is valid. An invariant Φ(v1 , . . . , vn ) of the form ∃y1 . . . ∃yk (v1 = t1 ∧ v2 =
t2 ∧ . . . ∧ vn = tn ) is called an equality invariant.
We are in a position to show how anti-unification can be used in generating the most specific
strong equality invariants.
Every statement e = lin : v ⇐ t : lout gives rise to a V-V-substitution θe = {v/t}. The
substitutions introduced thus provide a way of characterizing the equality invariants of programs.
With every trace tr = e1 , e2 , . . . , em of a program Π we associate a substitution ηtr = θem . . . θe2 θe1 ε
which is a composition of substitutions associated with the statements em , . . . , e2 , e1 and the empty
substitution ε. Then, given a program Π and a point l of Π, we denote by θΠ,l the substitution
↓tr∈T rΠ (l) ηtr which is the most specific template of all substitutions associated with the traces of
Π leading to the point l.
Theorem 4. Let Π = hL, Ei be a program and l be a point of Π.
Suppose that θΠ,l = {v1 /t1 , v2 /t2 , . . . , vn /tn }. Then the formula
ΦΠ,l = ∃y1 . . . ∃yk (v1 = t1 ∧ v2 = t2 ∧ . . . ∧ vn = tn ),
where {y1 , . . . , yk } is the set of all variables occurred in the terms t1 , t2 , . . . , tn , is the most specific
strong equality invariant of the program Π at the point l.
To effectively compute the substitutions θΠ,l consider the system of equations

Θl =↓e∈E,out(e)=l θe Θin(e) , l ∈ L, l 6= 0,
Ω(Π) :
Θ0 = ε,
where the Θl , l ∈ L, are the unknown substitutions.
Theorem 5. For every program Π = hL, Ei, the set of substitutions {θΠ,l : l ∈ L} is the least
solution to the system Ω(Π).
This theorem leans upon left distributivity of composition of substitutions over anti-unification.
To solve the system Ω(Π) one can involve anti-unification algorithms and any iterative technique
used in program static analysis for computing the least fixed points of monotonic operators on
lattices (see [11]).
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Duplicate code detection using anti-unification

Detecting duplicate pieces of program code is another task that can be effectively solved with
the help of anti-unification. Two sequences of program statements form duplicate code if they are
similar enough according to a selected measure of similarity. A set of duplicated pieces of code is
called a clone. Although there is a huge amount of papers dealing with the duplicate code detection
problem (see [18] for survey), so far as we know, no generally recognized definitions of code cloning
is developed yet. Pieces of code can be viewed as similar based on syntactic criteria or at the
semantic level.
The authors of the paper [7] came up with a proposal for detecting code clones by analyzing
the patterns of program expressions. We think that this is one of the most simple yet effective
approach to checking the similarity code pieces. Following this line of research we have developed
a new anti-unification based duplicate code detection algorithm. Its key idea is as follows. Given
two expressions E1 and E2 , one need to compute their most specific template E = E1 ↓ E2 and
estimate how much E1 and E2 differs from E. The latter can be done based on anti-unification

distance which is defined as follows. Let E be the most specific template of expressions (terms,
statements, sequences of statements, etc.) E1 and E2 , such that E1 = Eη1 and E2 = Eη2 . Then
anti-unification distance ρ(E1 , E2 ) is the sum of sizes N (η1 ) and N (η2 ) of substitutions η1 , η2 .
Anti-unification distance ρ(E1 , E2 ) can be seen as a variant of tree edit distance introduced in [2].
If ρ(E1 , E2 ) is minor then E1 and E2 belong to the same clone. The efficiency of anti-unification
algorithms guarantees that this approach is applicable to large programs independent of the source
language.
In order to find clones which consist of sequences of statements (not just a single statement) we
developed a compound algorithm that consists of three phases. In the beginning anti-unification
is used to partition all statements of a program under analysis into clusters. Such clusterization
makes it possible to view the code as a sequence of cluster identifiers. At the second stage the
algorithm finds all pairs of identical sequences of cluster identifiers. Finally, the matching pairs of
sequences having similar statements in corresponding positions are checked once again for global
similarity. This checking also involves the computation of anti-unification distance. Two sequences
of program statements are assigned to the same clone if the distance between them is below some
certain threshold.
Now we discuss the stages of our duplication detection algorithm in some detail. In the very
beginning of the whole algorithm an abstract syntax tree for the analyzed program is built. For
the sake of efficiency and memory saving, this tree can be transformed into a reduced dag. Every
statement is associated with a subgraph (a tree or a dag) in an abstract syntax graph, and antiunification algorithm is used to compute a distance between any pair of program statements.
Clusterization of program statements is performed in two passes. During the first pass the most
frequent templates of program statements in the source code are discovered and a preliminary
clusterization is performed. Every cluster C is characterized by the template EC =↓E∈C E. Each
new statement E 0 is compared with the templates EC of all existing clusters. If the distance
ρ(E 0 , EC ) is below some threshold d1 then the updated template of C becomes equal to EC ↓ E 0 .
If no such clusters are found then E 0 forms a new cluster. During the second pass all statements
are processed again. For every statement E 0 the algorithm searches the cluster C from the set
produced at the first pass whose template EC is the most similar to E 0 . When such cluster C is
found, E 0 is assigned to C.
After the first stage of our algorithm all statements are assigned to clusters and marked with
corresponding clusters identifiers. At the second stage the algorithm searches for long enough pairs
of sequences of statements which are labeled identically, i.e. the statements at the same position
in both sequences are marked with the same ID. Detected pairs are considered as clone candidates
and their similarity have to be checked at the next stage. This checking is performed at the third
stage as follows. Every sequences B = E1 , E2 , . . . , En is treated as a whole expression. If antiunification distance ρ(B 0 , B 00 ) between sequences B 0 and B 00 is below a certain threshold then this
pair is reported as a clone.
The algorithm described above has been implemented in a software tool Clone Digger aimed
at detecting similar code in Python and Java programs (see [3]).
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Conclusion

The main contribution of our work is twofold.
1. We introduced both sequential and parallel anti-unification algorithms for computing the most
specific templates (patterns) of expressions represented as labeled directed acyclic graphs. All
previously known anti-unification algorithms operate only with tree-like structures. Since the size
of tree representation of some expressions is exponent of the size of their dag representation, our
algorithms extend the field of application of anti-unification techniques. We also proved that time
complexity of our anti-unification algorithms is close to the optimal one. This provides a firm
foundation for the development of various anti-unification based techniques for program analysis.

2. We also showed that anti-unification machinery can be successfully applied to the solution of
two important problems in program analysis — generation of program invariants and duplicate
code detection. Since anti-unification deals with program expression on syntactic level only, our
techniques for invariant generation and clone detection are insensitive to any semantical properties
of functions and predicates involved in programs. Thus, program invariants computed with the
help of anti-unification capture only primitive relationships between data structures, and even a
small modification of a program (say, a transposition of program statements) makes similar pieces
of code unrecognizable by our duplicated code detection algorithm. This is the principal drawback
of any anti-unification based technique for program analysis. On the other hand, anti-unification
algorithms are very efficient and simple, they provide a way for processing large pieces of code in
reasonable time. Non-trivial relationships and structures (program invariants and clones) revealed
by these means can be used as a raw material for more advanced program analysis procedures.
Therefore, anti-unification based techniques for program analysis can find practical use in the front
end of many tools for program optimization and verification.
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